
HEARING BETTER 

hearing loss understand the vast amount of help 

available to them. It provides critical information 

in an interesting and fun way. The goal of this 

newsletter is to deliver important information in 

such a way that you look forward to every issue. 

We hope you find information that helps you deal 

with your hearing loss, improving your life and 

your relationships through communication. 

The Age of New for Hearing Aids 

With the advent of the digital hearing aid and 

advancements in processor speed and memory, 

hearing aids are now indeed SMART and Multi-

Function. They now connect to telephones, TVs 

and other entertainment devices, and they adjust 

themselves to maximize the results based on the 

type of input and the environment. We will explore the expanding capabilities of 

hearing aids, and how they can minimize the negative effects of hearing loss on 

our daily lives. We will look at how the brain takes what the ear delivers and makes 

sense of it.  Advancements in hearing aids are being developed by understanding 

the psychology of hearing loss.  Companies like Starkey
®
 and Oticon

®
 now employ 

psychologists and psycho-acousticians to gain insights into what allows us to 

process sound. This has created the need to know more about the processing side 

of hearing,  i.e. the role the brain plays in the hearing process. The results have 

provided vast improvements in the performance of the new generation of hearing 

aids. We will cover this new aspect of hearing aids in more detail in future issues of 

“Hearing Better”. 

“We now know that 

hearing loss affects 

more than our ability to 

understand people. It 

has been shown that 

heart disease, stroke, 

depression, Dementia & 

Alzheimer’s have links to 

hearing loss. In the 

coming issues we will 

explore these links.” 
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Better Hearing is a journey not a destination. Make 

sure the vehicle you choose will get you there. 

Our New Newsletter 
This Newsletter will serve as a vehicle to provide 

news and information concerning the  explosion 

of technology and research in the fields of hearing 

loss, hearing aids, and the relationship between 

hearing loss and other aging and health issues. 

Why a Newsletter? 

A newsletter is a good way to provide a stream of 

information that will help people suffering with 
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 Energy 

If your job or other functions require you 

to interact with people all day, it can wear 

you out trying to hear and understand 

what everyone is saying.  A common 

remark by those beginning to wear 

hearing aids is that they have more 

energy at the end of the day. 

 Happiness 

Strain and disagreements related to 

things said but not understood can rob 

you of the enjoyment of your 

relationships. Life is too short to let 

something that can be easily remedied 

cause conflict and anger. 

 Joy of Life 

Much of what makes up our joy in life stems from communication with 

friends and family.  If communication is disrupted the memories, events, 

and contact we treasure are blemished. 

  

Hearing Aid Myths 

 Hearing Aids Make You Seem Old 
My Dad often said: “You can hide a hearing aid but it is almost impossible 
to hide a hearing loss. People may think you are rude, uninterested, or are 
getting senile.“  With the new invisible IIC hearing aids no one will know 
your hearing problem was solved with these tiny hearing devices. 

 Hearing Aids Are Big and Uncomfortable 
You can still buy big ugly hearing aids, but today’s modern hearing devices 
are small, sleek and very comfortable to wear.  It is not uncommon for a 
new user to tell me they went to bed with their hearing aids on because 
they were so comfortable they had forgotten they were wearing them. 

 Hearing Aids Make You the Butt of Jokes 
Guys are particularly bad about making fun of buddies, but constantly 
asking “HUH?” offers more funny punch lines than hearing aids. 
Remember 1 out of 3 people over the age of 65 have some degree of 
hearing loss—particularly males. Your friends may be asking questions 
about how your hearing aids work, rather than poking fun. 

Visit us on the Web at 

www.easttexasaudiology.com 

Here you can sign up for 

our newsletter, see what’s 

going on at ETHS in both 

Longview and Lindale, and 

tap into information about 

the exciting technology and 

fitting techniques being 

developed for today’s 

modern hearing aid wearer! 
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What  a Hearing Loss Takes from You 

 Enjoyment of social gatherings 

No one likes to sit in a group and not know 

what anyone is saying. 

 Confidence 

After years of asking people to repeat and 

being the source of laughter due to an 

incorrect response, you begin to question 

what you hear.  Even when you hear 

something correctly, you may be hesitant to 

act on it for fear you misunderstood. 

This is the “Invisible” 

IIC Hearing Aid. Once 

it’s in place no one 

knows it’s there! 

Proverbs 3:5-6  Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and do not lean on your own understanding.  In all your 

ways acknowledge him, and he will make straight your paths. 
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